Use of ureteral catheter for under vision suctioning in rigid therapeutic bronchoscopy in children: A novel approach
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Abstract

Background: Rigid bronchoscopy is a common procedure and treatment of choice for foreign body (FB) in respiratory tract. Blind suctioning using rigid suction cannula is associated with technical difficulties and complications. Under vision flexible cannula are expensive and not commonly available. This led us to discover the alternative of using Ureteral catheters flexible suction cannula for under vision suctioning.

Patients and methods: A retrospective study was conducted in the department of Surgery at tertiary hospitals, from January 2015 to March 2020. Medical records and operative videos were analyzed. Forty two Paediatric patients with foreign body in respiratory tract were subjected to rigid bronchoscopy and Ureteral catheter was used as flexible suction cannula for under vision suctioning.

Results: Forty two patients (12 infants, 30 between age 1 to 8 year; 26 males and 16 females) with FB bronchus subjected to rigid bronchoscopy and Ureteral catheter was used as flexible suction cannula for under vision suctioning. N = 32 were having organic FB and n = 10 were having inorganic (Graph 1), duration of FB in Respiratory tract ranged from 6 hours to 8 months, 7 in main bronchus, 33 having unilateral and 2 having Bilateral FB. Operative time ranged from 15 minutes to 75 minutes. 4 patients had slight intraoperative bleed due to mucosal injury, postoperative stay ranged from 1 to 4 days.

Conclusion: Use of Ureteral catheter for under vision suctioning in rigid bronchoscopy in children quite feasible and effective technique. The main advantages in are simplicity, short operative time, Less traumatic, Good vision, with minimal complications.

Type of study: Treatment Study.
Level of evidence: LEVEL IV, Case series with no comparison group.

Introduction

Foreign Body Aspirations (FBA) represent one of the most frequent cases of acute respiratory insufficiency and accidental death in subjects of paediatric age [1]. Aspiration of foreign bodies is an important and preventable cause of mortality and morbidity in children, especially those less than 3 years of age. Rigid bronchoscopic foreign body removal is considered the gold standard procedure for foreign body aspiration [2–4]. Under vision suctioning is of primary importance especially...
in organic and long standing impacted FB. Various flexible compatible suction catheters that can be passed in 3.5 mm or 4.5 mm sheath are not widely available in rural India and are also costly. This led us to use Ureteral catheter size 4 to 5 Fr with attachments to be used for under vision suctioning in bronchoscopy. As its been rightly said, “Necessity is the mother of invention”). No prior study has included any reference or suggested this kind of technique for under vision suctioning in bronchoscopic FB removal.

**Patients and methods**

A retrospective study was conducted at multiple centers in a small sub urban city of Maharashtra, India, from January 2015 to March 2020. Records of 42 patients were analyzed. These 42 patients were diagnosed with foreign body in respiratory tract, and were subjected to rigid bronchoscopy and ureteral catheter was used for under vision suctioning through side channel (Figure 1).

The data analyzed included patient details, nature of FB, duration of aspiration of FB, operative time, number of attempts for grasping and removal of FB, intra and post-operative complications.

Diagnosis was made on history, x ray chest, fluoroscopy, few patients required CT thorax (Figures 2–4).

Following necessary preparation, ureteral catheter of size 4 or 5 Fr was used. Bronchoscope was assembled prior to induction of anesthesia with proper placement of screen (left side of patient if FB was in left bronchus; right in case of right bronchus; and at leg end in center if FB was in mainstream bronchus and in bilateral FB).

Patient was positioned supine with extended neck, bolster under the shoulder. Routine monitors and precordial stethoscope were attached. Topical lignocaine (10%) was sprayed over the laryngeal inlet. Under general anesthesia, rigid sheath of appropriate size ranging from 3.5 mm to 4.5 mm passed under vision using bridge by Paediatric surgeon. Assisted ventilation via the ventilating port was checked. Main and both bronchus were inspected for nature and location of FB (Figures 5, 6). In case of long standing FB, or mucus or pus, if present around FB, especially organic FB, was sucked out using Ureteral catheter under vision that can be placed by side of telescope (unlike rigid suction that requires removal of scope and before or after removal of FB).
FB was using optical forceps. Nature and location of FB, (whether UL or BL), number of attempts for grasping and removal of FB, operative time, intra and post-operative complications and post-operative stay in hospital were documented based on medical records and operative videos.

**Results**

Forty two patients 12 infants, 30 were more than 1 year; 26 were males and 16 females (male/female ratio being 1.62:1) were included in the study. Duration of FB in respiratory tract ranged from 6 hours to 8 months. 39 patients had unilateral and 3 had bilateral FB. N = 32 (76.19%) patients had organic FB, like peanut (most commonly raw and roasted were observed), betel nut piece, almond seed, green gram, tamarind seed, fruit seeds like custard apple were found. N = 10 (23.81%) patients had non-vegetative FB like stone, screw, safety pin, dental needle, nail, plastic paper, plastic whistle.

Number of attempts required to remove FB were evaluated based on operative video. 32 patients required 1 attempt, 6 patients required 2 attempts, and 4 patients needed more than 2 attempts (Graphs 1,2).

Operative time ranged from 15 min to 75min with mean of 32.6 minutes for organic FB and 18.2 minutes for inorganic FB (Table 1).

Out of 42 patients, 4 patients had complications that included bleed due to mucosal injury, 4 patients required post-operative intubation and ventilator support for few hours. Post-op stay lasted from 1 to 4 days with no mortality or failure of procedure.

**Discussion**

FBA is commonly observed in children. It is more common in boys, less than 3 years of age [4]. The increased risk is in part due to the lack of molar teveth and the exploration by mouth [2,5,6]. Our study revealed, 61.9 % of patients were male most of them were below 3 year. Other extant studies have indicated similar prevalence in boys [6,7].
Diagnosis was made using x-ray chest, and fluoroscopic evaluation. Computed tomography was required only in 14.29% of patients along with detailed history and clinical evaluation. CT thorax with virtual bronchoscopy is a more useful method in organic FBA [8–10].

Nature of FB was organic in 76.19% of patients. Most common FB present was peanut and remaining patients had inorganic FB like metal, plastic or rarely stone. Boufersaoui, et al. (2013) have observed that aspirated bodies were organic in 66.7% patients, most of which included peanuts; sunflower seeds, beans and ears of wheat are considered as most dangerous. In other cases, FB were metallic or plastic such as pen caps, and recently, scarf pins [2,11–13].

In our study, mean operative time was more for organic FB than for inorganic FB similar to previous studies in literature. Boufersaoui, et al. (2013) have observed that endoscopic removal of FBs was successful in 97% of the cases and was completed (extracted?) in first attempt in 86% cases. In rare cases, (11%), it took until 3 attempts to remove all the residual fragments. In our study, endoscopic removal by rigid bronchoscopy was successful and completed in 100% cases with first successful attempt in 76.19% of patients, and only 9.52% of patients required more than two attempts. The intraoperative complications related to the endoscopic procedure were found in 9.52% of the patients in the form of bleeding due to mucosal injury. Only 4.76% of patients required ventilator support without any mortality [11,15–19].

In the initial two years from 2013 to 2015 of learning curve, we have used rigid metallic suction cannula (Karl Storz), in which blind suctioning required more operative time. Hence we developed indigenous flexible suction catheter using ureteric stent. It is easily available, disposable and economical, especially in rural India (Table 2). To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no prior study has included any reference or suggested this kind of technique.

## Conclusion

Use of Ureteral catheter for under vision suctioning in rigid bronchoscopy in children is quite feasible and effective technique. The main advantages of this technique are simplicity, short operative time, less traumatic, good vision, with minimal complications.
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